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Inner Primary Cover Extension by Küryakyn
Kuryakyn’s standard inner primary cover for Touring models looks 
great with the stock crossover exhaust. But if your using a 2-into-1 
performance exhaust, a substantial section of the inner primary is left 
uncovered. This slick little extension will cover up that uncovered por-
tion of your inner primary. Now you don’t have to choose between 
performance or good looks. Fits all Touring models from 90-06 using a 
CC #48263 inner primary cover in conjunction with a 2-into-1 exhaust 
system.
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Late Model Inner Primary Covers by Küryakyn
Transform your bike by adding these smooth lines to your inner primary. 
Fits perfectly with the existing stock engine case and primary housing. 
605236 Inner primary cover for 07-14 Softails
605305 Inner primary cover for 07-14 Touring models
605306 Inner primary cover for 06-14 Dyna models

605305

605306

Chrome Inner Primary Cover Trims by Küryakyn
These easily-installed chrome accents give the look of a fully chrome-
plated inner primary for a fraction of the cost. Because of the die-cast 
construction, a much more precise fit, and a classier three-dimensional 
look results. Nicely formed edges give these covers a creamy, flowing 
appearance that enhances the entire primary area. Four mounting 
points permit easy installation in minutes and ensure secure, quiet 
operation.
48231 Fits Softail models from 89-99 (except FLSTS models, or bikes that 

have been lowered)
600485 Fits Softail models from 00-06 (will work on lowered bikes)
48261 Fits Dyna Glide models (except FXDWG) from 91-05
48262 Fits Dyna Wide Glide models from 93-02
48263 Fits Touring models 90-06

48231

48263

Custom Chrome Point & Derby Covers
Point Covers
688215 Black/chrome skull 99-Up TC
688216 Black/chrome skull horiz. holes 84-99 BT & 04-Up XL
688217 Black/chrome skull vertical mount hole 86-03 XL
688218 Black/gold skull fits 99-Up TC
688219 Black/gold skull horiz. mount hole 84-99 BT & 04-Up XL
688220 Black/gold skull vertical mount hole 86-03 XL

Derby Covers
688221 Black/chrome skull 84-99 BT
688222 Black/chrome skull 99-Up TC
688223 Black/gold skull 84-99 BT
688224 Black/gold skull 99-Up TC

Slot Track Derby Cover by Arlen Ness
These covers are machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum. They come in 
black anodize or chrome finish. Chrome hardware included. Designed to 
fit 99-Up Twin Cam. Matching points covers are available in the engine 
section.  
654100 Slot Track derby cover chrome
654101 Slot Track derby cover black

Deluxe Cast Chrome Inner Primary Cover for Softail 
and Dyna
Because of its die cast construction, this cover provides a precise fit and 
a classy three-dimensional look. Nicely formed edges give this cover a 
creamy, flowing appearance that enhances the entire primary area. Four 
mounting points insure secure, quiet operation.
696778 Fits: 03-05 FXDWG includes chrome shift linkage rod (ea)


